
Simple angle adjustment on the acceleration table allows you to customize the 
R-12B and R-20B for any application. 

Set the table flat for ink jetting or tabbing and downward for collators and 
bindery equipment. 

The R-12B and R-20B come standard with our state-of-the-art color touch 
screen. Simple, intuitive screens offer quick setup and include total piece AND 
total batch counters. A manual run setting is also included for continuous run 
applications and easy machine setup. 

The R-12/20B feeders include a separate start photo 
sensor that can be mounted on your packaging line 
to trigger the feeder at exactly the right time. 

Three different feed start methods are standard: 
* External Start Trigger (photo sensor)
* Touch screen push button start
* Automatic timed restart (operator adjustable)

A miss output is standard and can be used to stop your 
packaging line if the feeder runs out of material! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Media Handling: 

Width: 3" minimum up to 1 r maximum 
(20• on R·20BJ 
Length: 2" minimum up to 17" maximum 

Thickness: Single sheet up to 3/S"thick 
Speeds: Up to 40,000 postcards per hour 

Power: 

120vac, S amp standard, (240 optional) 
Available interlocks: Dry contact, 12 vdc, 
24 vdc, 24 vac. Others upon request. 

Dimensions: 1rwide x 26"1ong (B-12) 
Weight: 6S lbs -boxed 

VERSATILITY... AT A GREAT PRICE!

BATCH COUNTING FEEDER
Feeders for mailing, printing and packaging 

Model

R-12B

The Industry Standard for 
Quality and Reliability



Our R-12B and R-20B batch counting feeders are the ideal solution for your material counting needs! 

Featuring our patented Buckle Separation technology, 
patented Repositionable Feed Belts and coupled 
with our complete paper guide system, the R-12B 
and R-20B feeders can easily handle your hard to 
feed pieces. Operating at speeds up to 40,000 pieces 
per hour, these robust machines are the ideal solution 
for feeding multiple documents into inserters, 
collators, shrink wrap equipment and a host of 
other packaging machinery. 

The unique adjustable angle acceleration table  
allows you to deliver documents to your production 
machinery at the optimum angle, no matter what   
the application! This enhances productivity 
while minimizing waste. 

Featuring an easy to use color touch screen, 
the R-12B and R-20B can be used in batch count, 
single shot, or even continuous mode for high 
speed mailing and printing lines! 

R-12B AND R-20B FEEDERS ARE GREAT FOR FEEDING INTO:

*COLLATORS

" SHRINK WRAP EQUIPMENT 

* PLOW FOLDERS

* INK JET EQUIPMENT

* TABBING MACHINES

* BINDERY EQUIPMENT

The New Industry Standard for 
Quality and Reliability

R-12 BATCH COUNTING FEEDER

Feeders for mailing, printing and packaging




